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Literacy: It’s EVERYONE’S 
           Responsibility   

√ reading, writing AND speaking, listening (THINKING) 
√ across the grades, content area disciplines 
√ each discipline has a unique lexicon students must master 

Collaborative 
  Coherence  

A prerequisite for significant school improvement… 

or simply put, “getting out ducks in a row” !! 

Or we could frame the research in terms of 
“Practical Wisdom”  

There are two ways to improve 
results: redesign the school based 
on best instructional practices or 
get new kids.  

             - Tim Westerberg, former high school principal in Littleton, CO  

How do we adjudicate “best”? A requirement 
without which coherence is impossible ! 

Meta-Analysis 
Meta + Analysis = ?  
Meta-cognition = thinking about  
your thinking...  

Meta-Analysis is…  

What is the “gold standard” for best evidence 
 in education? 

Heuristic for Improving K-3 Comprehension 
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IES Research Summary: 
Improving Adolescent 

Literacy (Gr. 4 and above) 

FREE: www.centeroninstruction.org 

1st Step? Begin w/the 
best research evidence  
available... 

A heuristic for improving 
Literacy for ELLs 

Recommendations: 

1) Screening for reading 
    problems/supports K-6 

FREE download at - www.centeroninstruction.org 

2) Provide intensive small 
    group reading intervention 
3) Provide extensive and  
    varied vocabulary instruction 
4) Develop Academic English 
5) Schedule regular peer 
    assisted learning opportunities 
    * at least 90 min. per wk. 

Remember – ALL students are “AESL”! 

Synthesis of IES Literacy Recommendations  
Across Content Areas/Grades K - 6 

1)  Provide explicit vocabulary/academic English instruction 
2)  Provide direct & explicit comprehension strategy/critical 
     thinking skills instruction 
3)  Provide opportunities for extended discussion/writing re: 
     text/content meaning and interpretations 
4) Increase motivation and engagement in literacy 
    learning (e.g. connections, choice, applications, etc) 
5) Make available intensive individualized interventions 
   for struggling readers beginning with screening everyone 
   Fall of K, and providing Tiers of support (or RTI) based 
   on assessed needs using evidence based practices 
   demonstrated to be effective (e.g. see www.rti4success.org) 

CCSS calls for 6 shifts 

•  More informational texts 
•  Shared responsibility for Literacy with 

Science, History/Social Studies, and 
Technical Subjects 

•  Increased text complexity 
•  Text-dependent questions 
•  Argumentation with text-based 

evidence 
•  Focus on academic vocabulary/

academic language 
http://www.fisherandfrey.com 

Where is Academic English Found? - In Print! 

ALL Academic Texts  
Gr. 6 &  up… 

Academic Language: a 
Key to Success (esp. for ELLs) 

Vocabulary: the specialized words used in academic 
settings: content specific (e.g. hegemony) & high use 
academic terms (e.g. analyze, comparatively, variable) 

Syntax: the way words are arranged in order to form 
sentences or phrases 

Grammar: the rules according to which the words of a 
language change their form and are combined into 
sentences 
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Academic Language as a 
    “Second Language” 

Every student in all of your 
classes/grade levels are 
“AESL”.... Academic English  
as a Second Language. 

* modeling, practice, feedback, 
meaningful applications in  
speaking and writing... just like 
Spanish or French... DAILY ! 

Why Include More Informational  
Texts in the CCSS? 

  Amount of technical academic vocabulary 
  Amount of “high use” academic vocabulary 
  Depth/range of conceptual knowledge 
    - knowledge re: the world/how it works - foundation 
       for later comprehension in grades 4 & beyond 
  Understanding of informational text structures 
  Interest & motivation to read/inquire/learn about 
    “new stuff” 

✰  This is most essential for students from less advantaged 
    homes, informational texts become a kind of “virtual 
    field trip” - essential for knowledge building 

The Case for MORE Info Text (esp. K-3)  

http://www.aft.org/pubs-reports/american_educator/issues/spring06/index.htm 

www.scholastic.com 

Also, see the 
work of Nell Duke 

Academic Language is the 
“lingua franca” of Successful Students 

Our Goal: ALL students will learn to speak/write like 

a young or apprentice: 
   Scientist 

   Historian 

   Mathematician 

   Writer 

   Artist 

Explicit/Intentional Vocabulary Focus: Learn 
to Talk/Write Like a Scientist r( (Mathematician, etc.) 

- Pearson, 2008  

Everyday Language   Scientific Language 
figure out     conclude 
group      categorize, classify 
guess, think     predict, infer 
see      observe, analyze, discover 
show      demonstrate 
tell      report, explain 
write down     record 
home      habitat 
clues, proof     evidence 

Intentional Teaching 

See: http://seedsofscience.org/ 

Literacy Via Science = “Win Win” 
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Expository Writing Gains Were Spectacular! Academic Language: Word Generation Project 
http://wg.serpmedia.org/   FREE!! Gr. 4-8 

Implications: INTENTIONALLY  
Building Academic Language 

   Become a “say the whole thing” school 

  Provide sentence starters routinely when 
    structuring conversations/turn Q into part of A. 
e.g. “ I predict ___________” 
later “ I predict __________ because_______. 

   Encourage kids to use more precise language 
      or “smart words” “college words” 
      (vernacular to academic) 
    - happy to delighted, right to accurate, etc. 

   Daily structured writing – using Academic Lang. 

Prompting Student to Use Academic or 
“College Words”...   
Routines such as: 

 √ Point them out when they occur in texts 
    - “Fast Mapping”, link to known words quickly 

 √ Validate then prompt students to use a 
            more precise academic or “college word”.. 

 √ Provide sentence stems that include AL 
    e.g. Three critical attributes of the ___ were___ 

 √ Talk UP – use College Language w/synonyms  
            e.g. The beginning or genesis of the labor 

   movement was _______. 

https://www.teachingchannel.org/
videos/improving-student-vocabulary 

A 2nd Grade Example of Academic Language 
Development: “College Talk” 

We Need to MARINATE them in 
Academic Language !! 
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Take the Academic  
Language Oath !! 

“I will ensure that EVERY single  
student in my class speaks, and  
often also writes, at least one  
meaningful academic sentence  
EVERY day* !” 

* Every lesson for elementary grades.... 

A Heuristic to Guide a Class or 
School-wide Vocabulary Model 

1.  Engaging in Accountable 
   Wide Reading/Listening 
   -Esp. Non-Fiction 

2. Direct Teaching & Accountable  
   Use of Important New Words;  
   Oral/Written (sentences & more) 

3. Teaching Word  
    Learning Strategies, 
e.g. context/affixes,roots 
     dictionaries, etc. 

4. Fostering Word 
   Consciousness 
e.g. etymology, word 
play, word choice in  
writing, etc. 

Within a Context of Active Structured Engagement: 
ALL Students  Developing Their Academic Language Every Day 

- adapted from Graves, 2006 

Of the many compelling reasons for providing 
students with instruction to build vocabulary,  
none is more important than the contribution of  
vocabulary knowledge to reading comprehension.  
Indeed, one of the most enduring findings in reading  
research is the extent to which students’ vocabulary  
knowledge relates to their reading comprehension  
(e.g., Anderson & Freebody, 1981; Baumann, Kame‘enui,  
& Ash, 2003; Becker, 1977; Davis, 1942; Whipple, 1925). 

Why Focus on Vocabulary Instruction? 

A Focus on Vocabulary 
PREL, 2004 
Download FREE: http://www.prel.org/products/re_/ES0419bw.pdf 

Why Explicit Vocabulary 
Instruction? 

   Evidence suggests that as late as 
Grade 6, about 80% of words are 
learned as a result of direct 
explanation, either as a result of the 
child’s request or instruction, 
usually by a teacher.   (Biemiller, 1999, 2005) 

Bottom Line Summary? 
Architecture of Effective Vocabulary Instruction: 

Connection – new to the known, building the “semantic  
network” in the mind/brain 

No single correct method or strategy – it will depend on how 
important the term is, how difficult it is to grasp, level of your 
students, content area etc. ...but the same essential architecture is 
there –  Prioritize, Connect & Use 

Use – academic speaking and writing as we construct and apply 
knowledge (not simply memorize or match, multiple choice etc.) 

Prioritize – key terms that drive comprehension & require 
additional focus, high use academic words... only the “big dogs”!  

heuristic 

 heu•ris•tic  n. 
Synonym   Explanation/Example   Image  

0-1-2-3-4-5 

The IES Literacy Practice Guides provides a research based/
classroom tested_____________ to guide educator’s efforts to 
improve Literate Engagement. 
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Analyze – Synthesize - Evaluate 

What did I do as a teacher in terms of: 

1)   Specific attributes of direct/explicit  
    instruction – engagement, etc. to increase  
    the odds that learning would occur? 

2)   Specific attributes of effective vocabulary  
    instruction/academic language development? 

Implications for EVERY teacher 6-12 
concerned w/improving literacy? 

1) Introduce (say together, syllables, 
      identify part of speech, morphology, etc.) 

2) Explain BEFORE Define 
3) Provide Examples 
--------------- 
4) Deepen Understanding 
5) Review & Coach Use 

Instructional Guidelines (another Heuristic) 
 for Explicitly Teaching a New Term 

“Quick Teach” 

Vocabulary Practice 
Activities 
Practice activities should: 

 Be active & engaging. 
 Provide multiple exposures to the words. 

(Stahl, 1986) 
 Encourage deep processing of the word’s 

meaning. (Beck,  Mc Keown, & Kucan, 2002) 
 When possible, connect the word’s 

meaning to prior knowledge. 
 Provide practice over time.  

Word Wizards 
Challenge students to use “target words” 
(or whatever you call new words directly  
taught by the teacher) throughout the day - model this yourself! 

Game - anyone who uses a “target word” correctly w/out 
being prompted earns a “word wizard point” for the class. 

Keep track on the Word Wizard bulletin board/chalk 
board - some little recognition - popcorn for the read 
aloud on Friday if you we read 50 points (or 

Make Vocabulary/Words a  
  BIG Deal School Wide! 

Independent Word Learning - Students 
Share the Responsibility for Flexing Their 
“Lexical Muscles”  

Word Detectives 
  notice words you don’t know and/or 
    are unsure of in your independent 
    reading 
  keep a “Word Detectives” learning 
    log (organized using teacher format) 
  try to figure out the meaning (use 
    context, note part of speech, affixes, 
    roots, etc.) 
  share in class (we’ll explain, look ‘em up 
    and otherwise explore them) 
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http://vocablog-plc.blogspot.com/ 

Thanks for Attending ! 

Please send along any  
questions; kfeldman@scoe.org 

Kevin Feldman 


